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Abstract

Recently, ChatGPT has grown in popularity due to its
ability to generate high quality text in a wide vari-
ety of contexts. In order to determine whether Chat-
GPT threatens to undermine the need for traditional CC
systems, ChatGPT’s ability to generate textual creative
artifacts needs to be formally analysed. To do this,
we constructed a survey that compares artifacts gener-
ated by traditional CC systems with corresponding ar-
tifacts generated by ChatGPT. Both types of artifacts
are also evaluated independently on how well they pos-
sess certain desirable characteristics. Overall, the sur-
vey shows that artifacts generated by ChatGPT are pre-
ferred 36.84% (p = 0.014) more often and rated higher
by 0.5 mean Likert scale points (p = 0.0004). These
results indicate a need to reconsider the purpose and ap-
proach of traditional CC systems going forward.

Introduction
Computational creativity (CC) researchers often create ap-
plications that address creativity in specific domains such
as stories (Pérez and Sharples 2001), poetry (Boggia et al.
2022), or puns (Ritchie 2003). These CC systems often in-
troduce novel methods for generating creative artifacts such
as templates, rules, or machine learning models. The authors
then evaluate these generated artifacts either automatically
or by way of a user survey. Recently, ChatGPT (OpenAI
2023) has demonstrated impressive text generation abilities.
In this paper, we aim to evaluate ChatGPT’s ability to gen-
erate creative artifacts by comparing ChatGPT’s artifacts to
artifacts generated by domain specific CC systems. While
the scope of these experiments could include other modali-
ties such as images (Ramesh et al. 2021), this paper focuses
on textual creative artifacts.

This paper uses a definition of creativity that focuses on
the generated artifact rather than on the process by which is
created (Wiggins 2006).

Motivation
As statistical large language models improve, the need for
domain-specific CC systems requires further consideration.
If traditional CC systems are to remain relevant, they must
offer distinct advantages over models like ChatGPT and its

successors. ChatGPT implicitly learns many language re-
lated tasks through the general tasks of autoregressive lan-
guage modeling (Radford et al. 2018) and fine-tuning with
human feedback (Ouyang et al. 2022). The extent to which
these abilities overlap with traditional CC systems is the cen-
tral focus of this paper. Another topic related to this work is
the philosophical question surrounding the creative limita-
tions of language models.

All of the data used for this paper including prompts, sur-
vey results, and analysis is available online.1

Methods
The survey used in this paper includes artifacts from a se-
lection of CC systems covering four textual domains: puns,
six word stories, poetry, and short stories. These systems
are JAPE (Ritchie 2003), PAUL BOT (Tyler, Wilsdon, and
Bodily 2020), Movie Title Puns (Hämäläinen and Alnajjar
2019), MICROS (Spendlove, Zabriskie, and Ventura 2018),
HIEROS (Spendlove and Ventura 2020), a GPT-2 model
fine-tuned on six-word stories (Chien 2020), mBART for po-
etry generation (Boggia et al. 2022), TwitSong 3.0 (Lamb
and Brown 2019), PoeTryMe (Oliveira and Alves 2016),
MEXICA (Pérez and Sharples 2001), INES (Concepción,
Gervás, and Méndez 2019), and Chronicle (Pickering and
Jordanous 2017).

Notice that this survey does not discriminate against CC
systems that use language models. The focus of the survey is
not to determine whether language models are useful in CC
systems, but rather to evaluate ChatGPT’s creative text gen-
eration abilities compared to existing CC systems regardless
of the methods used in the system.

While many potential systems could have been selected
for the survey, these systems were chosen based on a com-
bination of factors: the availability of artifacts present in the
paper; the popularity of the system in the CC community;
suitability to the domain; and recency of the paper’s pub-
lication. Interested readers should refer to these papers for
more details about their methods and implementation.

A set of twelve artifacts was compiled by selecting one
artifact from each paper, to reduce the possibility of a single
system under performing and thus skewing the results. Be-
cause the highest scoring artifact is not reported in the pa-

1https://tinyurl.com/s4k5pwry



CC
system
artifact:

How is a nice girl like a sugary bird? They
are both sweet chicks.

Prompt: Think like a punster. How is a nice girl
like a sugary bird?

ChatGPT:

Here’s a possible punning answer to your
riddle:

How is a nice girl like a sugary bird?
They’re both tweethearts!

Table 1: To create an artifact using ChatGPT with the same
subject as a CC system artifact, a prompt with the appropri-
ate domain and subject matter is provided to the model. The
generated artifact is manually extracted. ChatGPT does not
receive the original artifact in the prompt.

pers, the artifact expected to perform best according to the
authors’ subjective judgement was chosen.

Given the set of selected artifacts from CC systems, cor-
responding artifacts with similar subject matter were gener-
ated using ChatGPT. 2 ChatGPT was prompted to create an
artifact from a particular domain (pun, six-word story, etc.)
that included the same subject matter as the original arti-
fact. Table 1 provides an example for how these artifacts
were generated. This process facilitates the comparison of
artifacts based on quality rather than other factors such as
preference of subject. In some cases, when the generated ar-
tifact was too long or did not possess the correct subject mat-
ter, ChatGPT was iteratively prompted to generate a suitable
artifact. Otherwise, the first artifact generated was selected.
Artifacts were also screened for plagiarism by searching the
web for exact copies.

Next, a survey was created to evaluate the artifacts based
both on reviewers’ preferences and characteristics used by
various authors to evaluate the corresponding CC systems.
To evaluate preferences, reviewers are asked to choose be-
tween a CC system artifact and the corresponding ChatGPT
artifact, in a side by side comparison. Reviewers also had
the option to mark “no preference”. The reviewers were not
made aware of which artifact came from a specialized CC
system and which came from ChatGPT. To evaluate artifacts
based on their characteristics, reviewers rated each artifact
based on how well they possessed each characteristic on a
Likert scale (1: strongly disagree, 2: somewhat disagree, 3:
neither agree nor disagree, 4: somewhat agree, 5: strongly
agree). For puns, the evaluation characteristics are “funny,”
and “surprising”; for six-word stories, “coherent” and “im-
pactful”; for poems, “meaningful” and “emotional”; and for
short stories, “entertaining” and “surprising”. These charac-
teristics were selected from the evaluation criteria used by
the original authors to evaluate the CC systems. In addition,
artifacts from all four domains are also rated on how creative
they are perceived to be.

The survey was distributed online through Facebook,

2At the time of this experiment in April 2023, ChatGPT uses
GPT 3.5 (See release notes: https://help.openai.com/
en/articles/6825453-chatgpt-release-notes).
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Figure 1: Reviewers’ preferences in a one-to-one compari-
son between CC system generated artifacts and correspond-
ing ChatGPT generated artifacts. These votes are aggregated
across all domains and systems.

Instagram, Twitter, and Reddit. On Reddit, the survey
was sent to the r/ArtificialIntelligence, r/MachineLearning,
r/deeplearning, and r/ChatGPT subreddits. The survey does
not ask for respondents to identify themselves or to rate
their own knowledge of AI or CC; therefore it is unknown
whether the reviewers are experts or not. The survey is ran-
domized such that the questions and answers appear in ran-
dom order.

Results
Responses from 148 individuals resulted in an average of
39.5 responses to each question in the survey. Figure 1
shows reviewers’ overall preferences across all domains and
systems. The artifact produced by ChatGPT is preferred
over the related CC system artifact 63% (p = 0.014)3 of
the time. However, the difference in terms of the charac-
teristic evaluation of the two types of artifacts is relatively
small. Figure 2 shows a difference of 0.50 Likert scale points
(p = 0.0004), favoring the ChatGPT artifacts. Using the
common significance threshold of 0.05, both of these results
are statistically significant.

Figure 3 shows reviewers’ preferences broken down by
the four domains and aggregated across the three systems in
each. For each domain, ChatGPT gains at least 61% of the
votes. ChatGPT received the lowest percentage of votes in
the poetry domain and the highest in the short story cate-
gory with 77% of the votes. However, Figure 4 shows that
the characteristic scores for the ChatGPT artifacts are rel-
atively close to those for the original CC system artifacts.
ChatGPT’s lowest mean Likert scale score is in the pun do-
main with a score of 2.93 which is 0.10 points lower than the
CC systems’ score. The domain with the largest difference
is the six-word story category with a margin of 0.62 points
in favor of the ChatGPT artifacts.

The preferences for each artifact generated by their re-
spective CC system along with the ChatGPT generated

3Significance is calculated using a paired sample t-test.
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Figure 2: Characteristic evaluation of generated artifacts ag-
gregated across all domains and systems.
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Figure 3: Reviewers’ preferences aggregated across systems
but broken down by domain.

counterpart is shown in Figure 5. For each system, the Chat-
GPT artifacts are preferred, with the exception of artifacts
produced by PAUL BOT and Chien 2020. It is interesting to
note that the INES system did not receive a single vote.

Figure 6 shows the mean Likert scale score for each ar-
tifact. The highest score overall belongs to (Chien 2020)
which was generated by GPT-2 fine-tuned on a dataset of
six-word stories. The characteristic evaluation scores usu-
ally correlate with the reviewers’ preferences in that pre-
ferred artifacts have a higher score, with the exception of
Chronicle which is preferred less but has a higher character-
istic evaluation score than its ChatGPT counterpart.

For the characteristic evaluations, we can measure agree-
ment between reviewers as a way to further assess our abil-
ity to be confident in the survey results, and this inter-
rater agreement can be measured using Krippendorff’s alpha
(Krippendorff 2013). Across all systems and domains (cf.
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Figure 4: Reviewers’ characteristic evaluation of artifacts in
each domain, aggregated across systems.
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Figure 5: Reviewers’ preferences broken down by the sys-
tem that generated each artifact.

Fig 2), reviewer agreement produces α = 0.291. Figures 7
and 8 show reviewer agreement broken down by domain (cf.
Fig 4) and system (cf. Fig 6). Each of these values fall well
below the recommended threshold of α ≥ 0.8 that would
suggest reliable inter-rater agreement on preference for one
system over another.

Discussion
The results seem to indicate that ChatGPT is able to gener-
ate artifacts that are just as good or better than the CC sys-
tems. This is similar to results found in (Radford et al. 2018)
which shows that training a model on a general task like
autoregressive language modeling leads to improved zero-
shot performance on several downstream tasks as well. In
this case, the data show that ChatGPT generalizes to cre-
ative tasks by outperforming CC systems overall, as well
as at the domain and individual system level. The statisti-
cal significance of these results suggests that ChatGPT arti-
facts are likely to be preferred to and rated higher than (cur-
rent/traditional) CC system artifacts.

While the results show that ChatGPT is capable of match-
ing or surpassing CC systems in terms of the characteristic
evaluation across all domains (Figure 4), the relative differ-
ence between CC system and ChatGPT artifacts is not as
large as in the direct preferences analysis (Figure 3). In ad-
dition, the inter-rater agreement at the overall, domain, and
system level is well below the recommended threshold for
reviewer agreement, suggesting that characteristic evalua-
tion does not completely explain reviewers’ preferences.
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Figure 6: Reviewers’ characteristic evaluation of each arti-
fact.
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Figure 7: Agreement between reviewers by domain.

One reasonable explanation for this is that an artifact only
has to be slightly better in order to be preferred. Although,
the presence of a “no preference” option provides confi-
dence that there is a real difference in preference between
the artifacts, even if that preference is small.

It is also possible that the criteria used in the characteristic
evaluation fail to capture all of the reasons why reviewers
prefer an artifact. For example, large language models like
ChatGPT are very capable of generating fluent text even if
the content of the text is nonsense. In addition, there may
be other positive characteristics that ChatGPT includes in its
artifacts, such as accessibility to a general audience or even
other domain specific characteristics.

It is also reasonable to conclude that the characteristic
evaluation is reliable—reviewers generally prefer the Chat-
GPT artifacts, and while the difference between the artifacts
in terms of their character evaluation is not large, the signif-
icance testing provides confidence that this difference is, in
fact, real. Also, it is important to remember that the artifacts
selected for the survey that came from CC systems are (pre-
sumably) the best those systems have to offer. On the other
hand, ChatGPT’s artifacts are not cherry picked and most
of the artifacts were generated with a single non-engineered
prompt. Therefore, it may be argued that these results may
represent a comparison of the floor of ChatGPT’s abilities to
the ceiling of (traditional) CC systems’ abilities.

Implications and Future Work
The findings of this survey do not discount the work of
CC researchers. Rather, their accomplishments with signifi-
cantly fewer resources indicate that many of these traditional
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Figure 8: Agreement between reviewers by system.

CC systems are truly ahead of their time. It is also possible
that the methods demonstrated by these systems applied at
the scale of ChatGPT may outperform ChatGPT.

The purpose of this paper is to spark debate about the
creative limitations of language models like ChatGPT and
CC systems in general. Given that this level of performance
comes from a general language model like ChatGPT means
that the purpose and approach of domain-specific CC sys-
tems needs to be carefully considered. At the very least,
ChatGPT should be used as a baseline when evaluating CC
systems going forward.

ChatGPT represents a paradigm shift in terms of inter-
activity in creative systems. In these experiments, interac-
tive prompts serve to constrain the system to produce cor-
responding artifacts that are comparable to their CC sys-
tem counterparts. ChatGPT’s ability to do this successfully
demonstrates the system’s robustness and ease of use. It also
suggests a possible move away from fully autonomous sys-
tems towards more co-creative solutions (though this cer-
tainly doesn’t preclude fully autonomous systems in any
way, of course.)

These results also highlight an opportunity to improve the
performance of language models on creative tasks. While
the ChatGPT artifacts are preferred, the overall character-
istic evaluation shows that reviewers still have a generally
neutral attitude toward the artifacts. It is not yet clear from
where these improvements will come, but it is possible that
some help may be found in traditional CC approaches.
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